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Introduction

Mistake 1 (M1): If an “epistemically evaluable” item (e.g., a belief, an assertion) is somehow inappropriate because it lacks a particular epistemic feature, then the item is epistemically inappropriate.

Mistake 2 (M2): If you have epistemic justification to believe P, then you have warrant to assert P (i.e., you’re positioned to make an epistemically appropriate assertion of P—a warranted assertion of P).

Goals: [1] Establish that a promising recent defense of the Credit Requirement on knowledge depends on both M1 and M2. [2] Convince you that M1 and M2 are indeed mistakes.

Riggs’s Defense of the Credit Requirement

Credit Requirement: “S knows that P only if being right about P in this instance is attributable to S as a cognitive agent” (Riggs forthcoming: 1)

Potential counterexample to any version of CR: Chicago Visitor (Lackey 2007b, 2009) [slide]

Wayne’s words, Wayne’s words… (forthcoming: 9-11 [emphases mine unless otherwise noted]) [Recognizing the fact that Morris could reasonably withhold belief in the stranger’s testimony] opens up the possibility of claiming that it is epistemically inappropriate for Morris to believe the stranger’s testimony. It gives us room to raise our standards a bit regarding testimonial belief. Not every casual transfer of information need be acknowledged as a transfer of knowledge. Indeed, we frequently acknowledge this in our behavior.

For example, imagine that a few moments after Morris speaks to the stranger, someone mistakes him for a Chicago native, and asks him where the Tower is. He has not yet been there, nor is it visible from where they are standing… [What is it epistemically reasonable for] [Morris] to say? If he took himself to know [Riggs’s emphasis] the location of the Tower, he would presumably tell the new stranger straightforwardly and with no caveats, that the Tower is [that [Riggs’s emphasis] way. But what we would expect a reasonable person to do, I maintain, is to say, at most, “Someone just told me that the Tower is that [Riggs’s emphasis] way.” […] This suggests that we do not take ourselves to know things on the basis of the kind of casual testimony described in Lackey’s original example.

So we now see that the apparent costs of denying that Morris has testimonial knowledge—[which include] creeping skepticism—are merely apparent. These are not costs that we would be forced to bear if we raise the standards for testimonial knowledge… I hope to have provided some reasons for accepting higher standards for testimonial knowledge.

My reconstruction

1. Given Morris’s suboptimal epistemic relation to T, he isn’t positioned to make an “epistemically reasonable” assertion of T—i.e., Morris lacks warrant to assert T. [“dash underlining”]

2. If Morris is justified in thinking he knows T, then he has warrant to assert T. [“dot underlining”]

Why 2? We need a claim that combines with 1 to yield something we can use to argue that Morris isn’t j-fied in believing T.

3. So: Morris isn’t justified in thinking he knows T. [1,2]

4. If Morris isn’t justified in thinking he knows T, then he isn’t justified in believing T.

C. So: Morris isn’t justified in believing T—and thus, doesn’t know T. [3,4]

Argument that Riggs’s defense depends on M1 and M2

2 and 4 jointly entail M2. As for M1, what’s clearly true of Morris is this: due to the suboptimal epistemic relation he currently bears to the content of the stranger’s testimony, it’d be somewhat prudentially and/or morally inappropriate for him to assert that content to his new audience. But that won’t justify you in believing I unless you’re justified in believing M1—in particular, unless you’re justified in believing that an assertion’s being somehow inappropriate because it lacks a particular epistemic feature suffices for the assertion’s being epistemically inappropriate. So, unless you’re justified in believing both M1 and M2, you shouldn’t accept Riggs’s defense of CR. Riggs’s defense depends on both M1 and M2.
Against M1

Argument from analogy to other kinds of propriety

Moral Analogue of M1 (MAM1): If a “morally evaluable” item is somehow inappropriate because it lacks a particular moral feature, then the item is morally inappropriate.

Prudential Analogue of M1 (PAM1): If a “prudentially evaluable” item is somehow inappropriate because it lacks a particular prudential feature, then the item is prudentially inappropriate.

1. Analogues of M1 for other kinds of propriety—in particular, MAM1 and PAM1—are false.
2. Epistemic propriety is in many ways similar to other kinds of propriety—in particular, moral and prudential.
C. So M1 is false too.

Direct counterexample to M1
You have epistemic justification to believe—but aren’t in a position to know—you won’t recover from your illness. And it’s up to you whether you form this belief. Given your circumstances, it’d be morally/prudentially appropriate for you to form that belief if—but only if—you were positioned to know you won’t recover. You go on to form an epistemically justified belief that you won’t recover. Your belief is morally/prudentially inappropriate because it falls short of knowledge. So, you have an epistemically appropriate belief that’s nevertheless somehow inappropriate because it lacks a certain epistemic feature—being an instance of knowledge.

Against M2

1st ground-clearing point
Justification to believe and warrant to assert are surely similar in many ways. So if M2 is false, then it’s possible that you bear some but not all of a group of quite similar relations to a given proposition or state of affairs. But this point does not in itself lend even a whit of support to M2: it’s clearly possible that you bear some but not all of a group of quite similar relations to a given proposition or state of affairs. Examples abound: here’s one that doesn’t involve epistemic relations. Unlike some of those who legitimately attend departmental meetings (e.g., student representatives), I have the authority to move that the meeting be adjourned, and also to vote that the meeting be adjourned. Unfortunately, I don’t (yet!) have the authority to adjourn departmental meetings—i.e., to directly bring it about that a departmental meeting is adjourned. So, I have the departmental authority to bear some but not all of a group of similar relations (moving that, voting that, directly bringing it about that) to The departmental meeting is adjourned. If M2 is false, then you could land in the following predicament which is relevantly similar to my “departmental” predicament: though you’re well positioned enough relative to P to justifiably believe it, you’re not well positioned enough relative to P to warranted assert it.

2nd ground-clearing point
Elementary reflection on the nature of belief and assertion should (at least) make us wonder whether M2 is true. Things happen when you assert P that don’t happen when you merely believe P. Most obviously, when you make an assertion, you “propel a proposition out into a conversation with assertoric force”. Further, when you assert P, you represent yourself as being in certain cognitive states relative to P—e.g., knowing P and thus believing P. Finally, it’s plausible to think that when you assert P, you (at least typically) commit yourself (somehow) to defending P if an interlocutor subsequently challenges P (cf. the dialectical model of assertion). None of these things happen simply in virtue of your believing P. So: things happen when you assert that don’t happen when you merely believe. It’s thus worth wondering whether being well positioned enough relative to P to justifiably believe it ensures you’re also well positioned enough relative to P to warranted assert it.

1st counterexample to M2: Lottery propositions
P is a lottery proposition =df. P “while highly likely, is a proposition that we would be intuitively disinclined to take ourselves to know” (Hawthorne 2004: 5). You have justification to believe some or other lottery proposition, L—e.g., I won’t win the upcoming lottery I hold a ticket in, The letter I just sent overseas will arrive safely, The next flight I take won’t crash, I won’t be in a car accident on my way back to the hotel tonight. But consistent with this, we can add details so that you lack warrant to assert L. Consider: You’re justified in believing the fact that you don’t know L. Further, you’re justified in thinking yourself a reliable source of information. Accordingly, if you were to assert L, the (mis)information that you know L would be conveyed to you by a source you justifiedly reckon reliable (you!). You’d thereby gain evidence that you know L; and this would (at least temporarily) defeat your justification for believing the fact that you don’t know L. Finally, a (plausible!) thesis about warranted assertion: if simply asserting P would defeat justification you now have to believe certain facts about P’s epistemic status for you, then you’re not positioned to make an epistemically non-defective assertion of P. So in the example just constructed, you lack warrant to assert L, even though you have justification to believe L. M2 is false.
2nd counterexample to M2: Moorean propositions
You could have justification to believe a Moorean Proposition (MP)—i.e., a proposition of the form P & I don’t believe P. Two proposals: while you have justification to believe P, you’re also justified in believing you’re “in denial” vis-à-vis P (cf. Lackey 2007a); or, while you have justification to believe P, you also justifiably endorse requirements on believing P that are in fact too restrictive. But consistent with this, we can add details so that you lack warrant to assert MP. As before, you’re justified in thinking yourself a reliable source of information. Accordingly, if you were to assert MP, the information that you believe MP’s first conjunct would be conveyed to you by a source you justifiably reckon reliable (you!)—this happens when you assert MP’s first conjunct. You’d thereby gain evidence against MP’s second conjunct (which, remember, says you don’t believe the first conjunct); and this would (at least temporarily) defeat your justification to believe MP itself. Finally, another (plausible!) thesis about warranted assertion: if simply asserting P would defeat justification you now have to believe P, then you’re not positioned to make an epistemically non-defective assertion of P. So in the example just constructed, you lack warrant to assert MP, even though you have justification to believe MP. M2 is false.

Argument from Reliability Requirement (RR) on warranted assertion
You can have justification to believe P even if you’re not in fact reliable on the question whether P, even if you can’t in fact be counted on to believe truly with respect to P (think: New Evil Demon Problem for “pure reliabilism”, which enjoys significant uptake on both sides of the “internalism”/”externalism” debate over justification). For example: you can have justification to believe certain “worldly” propositions—e.g., I have hands—even if you’re in fact a massively deceived (handless) BIV. But it’s also plausible that if you can’t be counted on to get it right as to whether P, you’re not positioned to make an epistemically proper assertion of P. That is, it’s plausible that warrant to assert P requires reliability or trustworthiness on the question whether P; warranted assertion requires reliability. So, warrant to assert requires something unnecessary for justification to believe. M2 is therefore false.

• The Challenge Argument for RR
We have ways of indicating that a person’s assertion on a particular issue was epistemically defective. One way is to ask a question or make a statement concerning the person’s reliability or trustworthiness on that issue. Examples of such questions and statements include: “Is he reliable on this issue?”, “Can we count on her to be right about this?”, and “He doesn’t know what he’s talking about.” So, a question or statement about one’s (lack of) reliability relative to P can generate evidence that one lacks warrant to assert P. A natural explanation of the fact that evidence of unreliability counts as evidence of lacking warrant to assert is that unreliability on P entails lack of warrant to assert P. So, the fact that you can indicate that an assertion was epistemically defective by indicating that its agent was unreliable on its content is good (albeit defeasible) evidence for RR.

• The Apology Argument for RR
If you make an assertion but then learn that you were in fact untrustworthy on its content, you could sensibly apologize for making that assertion (though perhaps you aren’t required to do so). The fact that you could sensibly apologize for your assertion (as opposed to, e.g., simply regretting that you made it, or apologizing for its consequences) upon learning of your unreliability indicates that your unreliability made the assertion itself somehow inappropriate. Now, while there surely are cases where your unreliability on P renders your assertion of P morally and/or prudentially inappropriate, this won’t always be the case. Plausibly, then, the kind of impropriety had by any assertion whose agent is unreliable on its content is epistemic impropriety: you’re positioned to make an epistemically proper assertion of P only if you’re reliable on P. So, the fact that you can always sensibly apologize for making an assertion on whose content you were unreliable is good (albeit defeasible) evidence for RR.
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